Intuitively, the minimal information distance between z and g is the length of the shortest program for a univer-
Such a prefix machine will be called optimal. We fix such an U and write
We will call K(z Iy) the Kolmogorov complexity, of z with respect to y. From now on, we will denote by~an inequality to within an additive constant, and by $ the situation when both~and $-hold.
Let us give a useful characterization of K(z Iy).
It is easy to see that K(* Iy) is an upper semicomputable function with the property~Y 2-K(Z Iv) < 1. But also, if~(z, y) is an upper semicomputabf
Kolmogorov complexity has the following addition property. Note that all bits supplied in the beginning to the computation, apart from input z, as well as all bits erased at the end of the computation, are random bits. This is because we supply and delete only shortest programs, and a shortest program p satis-
, that is, it is maximally random.
The metrics we have considered can be arranged log in increasing order. Here, the relation < means inequality to within an additive O(log), and l~s means log < and l~g. 
The same bounds apply to Bl(d,
The proof is omitted.
It is interesting that a similar dimension relation holds also for the larger distance E3(z, y) =
The proof is omitted. 
